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Something is there without nothing 
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Abstract : I’m introducing a new name for all of  you, , that innovative name is ‘Kalana’. It can be defined as, 

something is there in this space without nothing, independently, is called Kalana. Which is  cause of origin of 

universe. Every living cells interact with Kalana to fulfil their requirements by means of vibrating continuously. 

Kalana is the mother of this universe and It holds everything from small dust particles to big big planets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Since from the beginning of life on the earth, people were believing the existence of GOD. So there are 

many words in dictionary related to God. like God, Divinity, heaven, hell etc. if the words mentioned in the 

dictionary then Definitely they exist. If any miracles occurs in the nature, then the common  people thinks that, 

it is because of GOD. At present generation few people believe in GOD and few don’t believe. Scientifically  it 

is difficult to define and realize the  presence of God. So I forgot everything and observed the nature with a 

curiosity. My experience made me to realize presence something, which is other than God and the cause for 

creation of whole universe, to which I gave nameas Kalana. 

 

II. ORIGIN OF UNIVERSE 
 Observe the boiling of water in low flame, small waves appears at the beginning and when the process 

is continued more and more waves generated by means of conduction of heat. When the water is cooled, some 

particles will appears on the surface of the water. In the same manner the universe is originated. At the 

beginning only kalana exist in the space. The vibration in the space and consequent generation of waves 

initiated temperature and pressure. By means of which, Kalana started releasing of particles by undergoing 

continuous changes in itself. The formation of particles are not yet similar. All particles are different because of 

temperature and pressure during the formation of the particles. These particles started accumulating and 

combining each other and gave, birth to the universe where we will see micro, milli particles to big big plants.  

 

III. THE WORLD OF LIFE 
 The combination of different particle creates a body. If the body vibrates and emits the frequency to 

interact with kalana is called living body. otherwise it is died or nonliving body. Living organism eats food to 

restore Kalana in their body because Kalana act as binding material and helps to join the cells together to form 

systematic coordination between each organs of the body. otherwise the body starts decaying. But it is not easy 

task to maintain consistency in storing kalana in the body. So every objects which takes birth will die. It is 

natural rules that Kalana should be stored in the body adequate to be live or must die to join Kalana. As said, 

Kalana acts as a binding material,so whenever any particle is destroyed, kalana will release and the particle will 

vanish.  
 

IV. INTERACTION WITH KALANA 
 The  Kalana exist everywhere and within every objects. The living body interact with Kalana each and 

every movement by producing waves and emitting out of their body. The waves which are emitted by the body 

may carries the signals and reaches to the Kalana. Then Kalana fulfils the requirement of that body. The emitted 

frequency from anybody, reaches to kalana only when it shrinks in the media. Every living body creates its own 

imaginary path in the media to lead the life by vibrating continuously. If the emitted frequency is constant, the 

body will have confidence, otherwise it will be confused and it is not capable to move forward. If the body is not 

capable of interacting with kalana, then it feels lazy/boring and have no interest in the life. Kalana is the source 

of energy and Knowledge. New idea comes from Kalana when the living body thinks on any particular matter 

and emits constant frequency. Because all matters exist in the Kalana. So kalana is the store or library of energy 

and knowledge.  At present situation, it is hard to interact with Kalana because of pollution. The emitted 

frequency won’t reach to kalana or the frequencies may reflect by colliding with polluted particles without 
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shrinking in the media. So there is a lot of misunderstanding in today’s life.  Because of pollution it is rare to 

reach the emitted frequencies to Kalana and then to any other body.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 The whole universe is made up of Kalana. The same kalana appears in  different forms and it takes any 

shapes depending upon vibration. It is like a water body and everything is resting and/or floating in it.And 

alsoKalana is like a God for common people and it fulfils their requirements, if anyone emits the waves by 

doing prayer in the name of God.   
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